Arthur Jacobus
has turned around
symphonies, ballets and
all sorts of arts organizations.
Now he turns his attention
to the Napa Valley’s
Copia: The American Center
for Wine, Food & the Arts

A

bundance has been on
Arthur Jacobus’ (MA
80, MBA 83) mind
a lot these days.
Copia: The American Center for
Wine, Food & the Arts — the
Napa, Calif.–based nonprofit cultural organization he recently
joined as president — is named
for the Roman goddess of wealth
and plenty, and Jacobus is
obsessed with figuring out how to
translate that into a meaningful
first impression for visitors.
On the face of it, it wouldn’t
seem so hard: Copia easily dominates the downtown Napa landscape, an 80,000-square-foot
stone-and-metal ode to the Napa
Valley lifestyle. Conceived by
winemaker Robert Mondavi and
his wife, Magrit, as a way to establish the area as a cultural destination — not just a wine-making
region, but a place where wine,
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Wizard of Arts
by Daniel Nevers • Photos by Kent Taylor

food and the arts intersect —
Copia was supposed to be the cornerstone of the city’s longplanned revitalization. Opening in
November 2001, just months
after the Sept. 11 attacks, however, Copia saw its fanfare dampened amid fears of international
travel. These same fears stalled the
city’s plans for an adjoining civic
center and other redevelopment
projects, all of which had been
factored into Copia’s attendance
projections. Though no one
would accuse Copia of stumbling
out of the gate, it is fair to say it
opened in a much different environment than the one in which it
was planned and constructed.
Now, four years later, Jacobus
has been brought in to do what he
does best: help grow a young arts
organization into the thriving cultural force its supporters planned.
And Copia has quite an impressive

list of supporters. In addition
to the Mondavis, who funded
$20 million of Copia’s total
$55 million construction cost,
honorary trustees include winery
owner Eleanor Coppola, wine
critic Hugh Johnson, domestic
doyenne Martha Stewart, California painter Wayne Thiebaud,
chef Alice Waters and, until her
death in 2004, Julia Child.
If he’s intimidated to be in such
company, Jacobus doesn’t show it.
His enthusiasm for his new job is
infectious: “The reason I came to
Copia is that, while I’ve been
involved in the arts my entire life,
I’ve always had an appreciation for
really good food and good wine. A
lot of my friends have teased me as
I sit at a dinner table describing in
excruciating detail what I’m experiencing with various dishes and
wines. I would never consider
myself a connoisseur, but I’ve
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always enjoyed it passionately.
Coming to Copia — you know,
food, wine and the arts — seemed
like being sent to heaven for me.
“As I got to know the organization and the people in it, both
the board and the staff, I gained a
real appreciation for the possibilities of building a great organization,” he says. “I’m having more
fun than I’ve ever had in my life.
I’m 65 years old, and I’ve been
working since I was 20, so that’s
quite a statement.”
Jacobus’ career in the arts
began young: At 10 years old, he
started playing the trumpet, and
from that day, his world revolved
around playing in bands and
orchestras. He joined the Navy as
a musician and led bands around
the world for 20 years. His first
assignment out of the Navy
School of Music was with the
Navy band at the NATO base in
17

“I’m having more fun
than I’ve ever had
in my life.
I’m 65 years old,
and I’ve been working
since I was 20, so
that’s quite a statement.”
Naples, Italy, where he met Elvira,
his wife of 45 years.
Jacobus founded a 50-piece
NATO band with musicians from
militaries worldwide. They toured
Europe for six years and, eventually, he lead the Navy Band on San
Francisco’s Treasure Island. But when
he was offered a promotion to lead a
chorus in Washington, DC, Jacobus
knew it was time for a change.
“I had been in [the service] for
20 years,” he says. “Two things
made me want to retire: One, we
didn’t want to leave San Francisco.
The other was, you were forced to
retire after 30 years, and I had this
kind of career decision to make:
Do I want to start a new career
when I’m 50 years old or when
I’m 40 years old? And that was a
pretty easy question to answer.
“So I retired, and I started
looking around for something I
could transfer my skills to, and I
18

stumbled upon GGU and its artsadministration program.
“I didn’t even know there was
such a thing as arts administration,
but I had an interview with Jean
Squair, the head of the program,”
Jacobus recalls. “She was such a
strong character and believed so
much in the arts and management
of the arts, that I got goose bumps
just listening to her talk about the
role of an arts administrator. I was
sold, and I enrolled.”
As part of his arts-administration degree, Jacobus interned at the
Oakland Symphony. He started at
the struggling organization at a
pivotal time and, within a year, he
had gone from intern to paid
gopher in the development department to assistant general manager
to general manager and president.
“They were so needy at that
time,” Jacobus recalls. The organization was plagued by financial

problems and had an unwieldy
80-member board, he says. Then,
on top of everything, the symphony’s rising-star conductor, Calvin
Simmons, drowned in a canoeing
accident. Jacobus took the organization through that time of
despair. And, all the while, he was
going to school at night to earn
his master’s degrees at GGU.
After getting the Oakland
Symphony back on stable footing,
he left to head the Pacific
Northwest Ballet (PNB) in Seattle.
During a 10-year period, Jacobus
helped transform PNB from a
regional company to a nationally
known one. He then headed back
to the Bay Area to head and help
the San Francisco Ballet.
“They had an accumulated
deficit of $3 million, and they
didn’t really have an endowment to
speak of, and they were facing
eviction from the Opera House
because of seismic upgrading,”
Jacobus says. “As a part of our
strategic planning, we said, ‘The
San Francisco Ballet is one of the
best companies in the world, but
not a lot of people know it. So
we’re going to invest a lot of
money into traveling the world so
people can see that it is.’ And it
worked! But that could have blown
up in our faces. We could have
gotten bad reviews in Paris and
London. So we were ‘lucky’ — I
use the word lucky in quotes,
because of course we knew that it
was a great company, and so we
made that gamble.”
In 2002, Jacobus headed to the
Kentucky Center for the Arts, a
quasi-governmental performingarts organization, which he helped
navigate through a crisis when its
state funding was slashed dramatically. In 2005, anxious to return to
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the Bay Area to be near his children
and grandchildren, Jacobus joined
Copia as only its second president.
“The minute I met Arthur, I
knew he was our guy,” Copia
board President Lauren Ackerman
says. “You can tell he’s a man of
his word — his directness, his
pragmatism. What you see is what
you get. That says a lot.”
Ackerman says it is Jacobus’
willingness to think in new directions that convinced her he was the
right person to lead Copia through
its next phase of growth and development. “He’s an entrepreneur
within the nonprofit world, which
is sort of an oxymoron,” she says.
“He’s a creative thinker.”
According to Ackerman,
Jacobus has already shown the staff
and board in a short time that he is
a leader with a vision. “He gives
people a chance to think creatively
about their jobs, and then he holds
them accountable,” she says.
For his part, Jacobus maintains
there is little difference between
running a performing-arts organization and running an institution
with a broad-based cultural mission such as Copia’s.
“I learned early on that the
chief executive of a nonprofit arts
organization is similar across the
board,” he says. “I’ve had pretty
much the same job in all the places
I’ve been. Obviously, the content is
different, and Copia is a more
complex organization than a lot of
the others were, because we do
have so many components. I used
to have one artistic director when
I was in the ballet or the symphony; now I have three or four. They
run their piece of the organization
— food, wine, gardens, exhibitions — much the same as an
artistic director would. It’s my job
[ ggu ]
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to have them all work together
and find the support for them to
do what they need to do.”
He says his primary focus now
is on building audiences.
Attendance figures have topped
out at 150,000 per year, and
Jacobus would like to see twice
that number. “I believe everything
follows that. To the extent you can
create something in this building
that excites people and causes
them to come in greater numbers,
then everything follows: your
donor base, your community support, support from the food and
wine industries,” he says. “It all
follows because you’ve shown
you’re doing something successful
in the eyes of the visitor.”
Still, he admits the thing keeping him awake at night now is how
to infuse Copia’s building with an

20

immediate sense of plenitude.
“There are already so many really
wonderful things going on in this
building every day,” he says. “The
issue is that first impression you get
when you walk in the building. I
believe, for many when they’ve first
visited, that it’s not warm and
interactive and inviting and exciting. It’s interesting and it’s beautiful, but I think the missing piece is
to create that first impression of
abundance. To the extent that we
can create that impression based on
the theme of wine and food, I
think then people will be led to all
the things that are going on already.
“It’s not rocket science,” he surmises. “I think it’s a little fix, but
it’s an important fix.”
One thing is quite abundantly
clear: If anyone can fix it,
Jacobus can. ggu
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When
Pensions
ImPlode

by Helyn Trickey • Illustration by Esther Bunning

D

reams of a sweet retirement
are evaporating for many
workers, as pension plans in
some of the nation’s largest
and most reputable companies are going
belly up. The larger implication of these
pension defaults may be that the American
taxpayer could shoulder the costs, and if the
trend continues, the result could be a federal
bail out that eclipses the savings-and-loan
scandal of the 1980s, according to the
Christian Science Monitor.
That crisis cost taxpayers a total of $124
billion as of 1999, according to the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp. (FDIC), and ushered
in the collapse of the greatest number of financial institutions since the Great Depression.
The current pension crisis has been
mounting in the past several years as companies such as Bethlehem Steel Corp.,
Consolidated Freightways and US Airways
defaulted on their pension plans. Then, in
November 2004, a bombshell hit when
United Airlines moved to terminate its
$8.3 billion pension plan, precipitating what
may be the largest pension default in history.
United had been plagued with disaster since
the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, which saw
two of its jets downed. A little more than 15
months after the attacks, the beleaguered airline
was struggling with the SARS epidemic,

2

Why Americans
may lose more
than just
a gold watch
a health crisis that made passengers leery of
travel, and the war in Iraq. This year, high oil
prices, costing about $1 million more than was
budgeted, dog the airline.
“I keep waiting for the locusts,” Captain
Steve Dereby, a spokesperson for the Air Line
Pilots Association, told USA TODAY. “It’s
been one horrendous thing after another.”
As of press time, United is hoping to save
itself by unloading billions of dollars it owes
in pensions to the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corp. (PBGC), the government agency that
insures pension funds in case companies fail.
“The whole idea is that United is in bankruptcy court, which means they will stay in
business, reduce their pension benefits and
reorganize the company to be more competitive in business,” says Dick Grosboll (JD 81),
an employment- and labor-law attorney with
San Francisco–based Neyhart, Anderson,
Freitas, Flynn and Grosboll. “This puts
tremendous pressure on the other airlines to
follow suit in an effort to remain competitive.”
And the PBGC is in no shape to take on
United’s debt. “It’s an enormous liability,”
Grosboll says, “and the PBGC doesn’t have
enough money.”
[ spring 2005 ]
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eneral tax revenues do not
fund the PBGC, which was
created as part of a federal
pension-protection measure
dubbed the Employment Retirement Income
Security Act (ERISA) and signed into law in
1974 by President Gerald Ford. Rather, it
collects premiums from companies who offer
their employees defined benefit–pension
plans and is responsible for paying monthly
retirement benefits, up to a guaranteed maximum, to nearly 459,000 retirees whose pensions were defaulted on by their employers.
Overall, the PBGC is responsible for the current and future pensions of 934,000 people,
according to the PBGC website.
“There is no doubt that we are at a
moment of great stress,” says Jeffrey Speicher,
a PBGC spokesperson. If the PBGC is forced
to take on United’s pension default and cannot
meet its obligations, the PBGC will have three
choices, Speicher says: “Either the PBGC will
have to cut benefits, raise premiums on the
companies … or it will have to seek federal tax
revenues, and that is a move by Congress.”
The PBGC will stay afloat in the short
term, but Speicher is adamant that the seaworthiness of the organization is questionable
for the future. “Clearly, there is a long-term
financial problem that has to be addressed,
and Congress is expected to take up the issue
[ ggu ]
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in its current session,” he says. “We are hoping to see reforms in ERISA. We would like
to see the premiums paid [by the companies]
made equal to the risks the PBGC takes on.”

S

o what does this mean for
the average pension-holding
employee who’s busy eyeing that
gold watch?
“My impression is that this is not going to
be like going over a cliff,” says Steve Hawkey,
chair of the Department of Finance and
Economics at GGU’s Edward S. Ageno School
of Business. “More likely, we will see a gradual
erosion of pension benefits.” He also predicts
taxpayers won’t feel much of a pinch from the
pension defaults. A PBGC bailout “will just
allow the deficit to bloom. So far as I can tell,
there is no talk of raising taxes,” he says.
“The PBGC will step in, and [retirees
with pensions] will have something; it just won’t
be dollar for dollar,” predicts Larry Schimka,
an adjunct instructor in the Ageno School
and a plan-design consultant for the Cochlan
Group Inc./Bank Consulting Group Inc., a
company that designs and administers executive compensation plans for Fortune 1000
companies and the banking industry.
Indeed, the maximum benefit guaranteed
by the PBGC is set by law and adjusted yearly.
For plans ended in 2004, workers who retire at
the age of 65 can receive up to $44,386.32
per year, according to the PBGC website.
“Historically, 90 percent of the people who
receive pensions from the PBGC get the full
amount of money they earned,” Speicher says.
What can the other 10 percent do to
recover money lost from a pension default?
Can they sue their companies for not making
good on the full amount of their hard-earned
pension plans? They can if their company is
not in compliance with ERISA guidelines,
but, ironically, United was following ERISA
guidelines for years. The first sign of trouble
came in July 2004, when the airline missed its
quarterly pension contribution. And according
to The New York Times, most of the companies
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worth nearly $1 billion, while it was still valuable. Additionally, roughly $100 million in
bonus money was distributed to almost 600
employees considered critical to the company’s
operations in November 2002, just one month
before the company filed for bankruptcy.
that have recently defaulted on their pension
plans were also well within ERISA guidelines.
How could that happen with such strict
federal regulations in place? Easy, Hawkey
says. “The obligations companies have are
future obligations — money they have to pay
… for an undetermined number of years —
so companies have a number of levers they
can play with, assumptions about their earnings that they can adjust in difficult times.
You can understand the temptation,” he says.
“There could be lawsuits against the managers of the funds,” Grosboll says. “There are
individual lawsuits against Enron fiduciaries,
for example.”
Thousands of Enron employees lost their
jobs and their retirement savings when the
Houston-based electricity company filed for
bankruptcy in December 2002. It is the largest
corporate bankruptcy in American history to
date, and Enron officials have admitted to hiding their company’s financial problems by
keeping nearly $500 million in debt out of
sight so Enron could continue to get cash and
credit to run its business. At the time, Enron
had nearly 20,000 employees, and many carried 401(k) accounts that were heavy with
Enron stock. As the stock began to plummet
in value, Enron barred employees from selling
their shares, saying the accounts were being
switched to a new plan administrator. Many
employees could do nothing but sit by and
helplessly watch their retirement savings disappear. And because there are no pensionbenefit protections under ERISA for 401(k)
plans, the only recourse, it seems, is for employees to sue Enron executives and fiduciaries.
While the majority of Enron employees
scrambled to protect what was left of their
retirement plans, lawmakers noted that top
Enron executives had already sold their stock,
[ spring 2005 ]
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nron’s implosion is a painful lesson, but Hawkey predicts that
most people who are currently
drawing on defined-benefit plans
are not likely to see major cuts to their retirement dollars. Folks who are wringing their
hands over the current pension-plan crisis are
focusing on the wrong generation, he says.
Defined-benefit plans, or retirement plans
that are employer-sponsored and whose benefits are based on formulas that may include
salary history and/or employment duration,
are rapidly being replaced by defined-contribution plans such as 401(k)s, where money is
mostly contributed by the employee. In
1984, nearly 40 percent of America’s workforce held traditional pension plans, but
today that number is 20 percent, according
to the Christian Science Monitor.
“Our parents had pension plans. Those
were the days when people joined a company
for 30 years, but we have moved away from
that, and [with the advent of defined-contribution plans such as 401(k)s] we’ve shifted
[retirement funding] risk from the company
to the individual employee,” Hawkey says.
So how real is the threat of pension collapse to the average worker? Really, it
depends on how old they are. Those already
in retirement and collecting pensions should
be fine. Those 20 years or more from retiring
are probably not counting on pensions —
and even if they are, they’ll have time to make
alternate plans. But those employees eyeing
retirement within the next decade or so are
most at risk, with their pensions — and the
PBGC — in jeopardy and little time to make
contingency plans. And, of course, if the
PBGC does go under, taxpayers of all ages
may foot the final bill. ggu

UPSIDE

The

Chapter 11 is not necessarily the last
chapter in the story of a
company that files for bankruptcy.
Often, it is just the second chance a
company needs to get back on its feet
by Michael Morgenthal
Illustration by Paine Proffitt

of Bankruptcy

Bankruptcy. The very word sounds dirty, even evil. It conjures images
of empty offices, shuttered storefronts, grounded airplanes, disgraced
executives being led off in handcuffs, and thousands of people out of
jobs, looking for work.
This perception, however, is not entirely accurate. Yes, when a
company files Chapter 11 bankruptcy, it is a sign that all is not well.
But it is not a death sentence — far from it in most cases involving
large, publicly traded corporations such as telecom giant WorldCom
or United Airlines.
Bankruptcy is a federal law that allows anyone — including individuals, married couples, partnerships and corporations — to eliminate or restructure their debts when they suffer financial difficulties.
Essentially, when an entity’s debts are greater than its ability to pay
them, bankruptcy emerges as an option for climbing out of the hole.
“It’s like somebody who is sick and needs to put together a plan
as to how to make themselves well again,” explains Leslie Burton
(LLM 02), a former bankruptcy litigator who now teaches bankruptcy law at GGU. “Do they need to take medication? Do they need
to start an exercise plan? Do they need to change their diet? What
they need to do is a lot of serious thinking about what they need to
change in their organization in order to make themselves well again.”
The reasons for accumulating such debt range from overaggressive
acquisitions to bloated employee contracts to an obsolete product
line to saturation in the marketplace. When a company is carrying too
much debt and cannot pay back what it owes to vendors and creditors, Chapter 11 offers a lifeboat of sorts.
“A lot of people don’t understand that what bankruptcy is really
about is debt,” says Lynn M. LoPucki, one of the leading Chapter 11
scholars in the nation and a professor of law at UCLA. “They get to
18

thinking that it is somehow about whether the company is doing well
— profitability — but it isn’t.”
Chapter 11 is one of several types of bankruptcy proceedings,
and the one under which most businesses seek protection. Under
Chapter 11, the debtor usually remains in possession of its assets
and continues to operate any business, subject to the oversight of the
bankruptcy court and a committee of its creditors. It puts on hold
all outstanding debts and gives the company time to come up with a
plan for returning to profitability, Burton explains. Most corporations, especially larger publicly traded ones, file Chapter 11 because
the company is worth more as an operating entity than it would be
if it were broken up and sold.
While under bankruptcy protection, the company uses all its revenues toward operating expenses while it formulates a plan for how it
can become better managed and more efficient, with the ultimate goal
of repaying some of its debts while emerging as a profitable entity.
According to LoPucki, it usually takes a large corporation between
eight and 10 months to formalize this plan. Then, some six to eight
months later, the plan is confirmed by the bankruptcy court, at which
point the company comes out from under the bankruptcy protection.
The plan could call for any number of measures: liquidating
assets; laying off employees; cutting benefits; renegotiating union
contracts, leases and vendor contracts; and obtaining post-petition
financing, which would infuse the company with cash it could not
obtain prior to filing for bankruptcy.
Take United Airlines, whose December 2002 bankruptcy filing was
the seventh largest in US history. The nation’s second largest airline
was one of 80 large corporations to seek Chapter 11 protection in
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2002. United has taken myriad steps to reorganize. In October 2003, it sold its share in online
travel company Hotwire for $85 million, and
it was seeking to divest itself of part of its stake
in Orbitz. The airline was expected to launch a
low-cost carrier in early 2004 to compete more
directly with carriers such as JetBlue and
Southwest — something it likely could not do
without bankruptcy protection. And it has negotiated new union contracts that will save it $2.56
billion annually, cutting pilots’ pay by 30 percent,
mechanics’ pay by 13 percent and flight attendants’ pay by 9 percent, while boosting productivity by requiring pilots to work longer hours. This
was after the company had already laid off more
than 5,000 employees. The airline also eliminated its employee stockownership program. Still, all these plans are no guarantee the
company will emerge as a profitable entity — partially because of the
instability of the airline industry.
“United is in a really tough industry, so that makes the reorganization so difficult,” LoPucki explains. “United is cutting its labor
costs; I’m not sure how much it will cut its debt, but it looks like, fundamentally, they are moving from being a high-wage union airline to
being a much lower-wage union airline — they won’t be paying a
union wage. That worked for Continental, but Eastern Airlines didn’t
get through that process. They never could strike the bargain with the
unions, so Eastern is no more.”
Each bankruptcy proceeding and plan is different, and that is why
it is difficult to predict if a company will successfully emerge. The
best-case scenario: A streamlined company emerges looking similar in
structure, but with a much better opportunity to be profitable and
pay its debts. That is not always the case, however.
“Many companies have to be sold in bits and pieces or come out
[of bankruptcy] very different than before,” says Bettina Whyte, president of the American Bankruptcy Institute and a principal at turnaround and crisis-management firm Alix Partners LLC in New York.
“People have said to me, ‘Bettina, you had to sell the company into five
parts, and there is no company like it used to look; you must consider that a failure.’ And I’m thinking that’s a great success, because the
alternative was to sell all the products and lay everyone off.”
Approximately one-third of the large corporations that emerge
from bankruptcy refile within five years, LoPucki says. In contrast, he
estimates that two-thirds of all small companies that file Chapter 11
bankruptcy go out of business within two years. Generally, if a large
corporation is solvent seven years after emerging from bankruptcy, it
is in safe territory, LoPucki adds.
“When [a large corporation] first comes out, you have a boost
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from having been in bankruptcy,” he continues. “You got rid of some
debt, the company was put into a condition where the judge thought
the company would not go back into bankruptcy. So if there has been
a miscalculation, it takes a while for it to come to the surface.”
While outside factors often are to blame for corporate bankruptcies, good management needs to foresee most situations and position
a company to avoid having to file bankruptcy in the first place,
explains Scott Buchanan (BA 77, MBA 85), who has served as CEO
and CFO for several Bay Area companies and is currently an adjunct
professor in GGU’s Edward S. Ageno School of Business.
“One of the things we teach is that you are supposed to look at the
external environment around you and adjust to that environment, so
there shouldn’t be too many surprises,” Buchanan says. “Unfortunately,
not all management teams are created equal. Companies in bankruptcy are like someone on life-support — when they come out of it,
they are very frail,” he explains. “So having good management is probably the best medicine for not going back into [bankruptcy].”
So, how can you tell if a company is likely to succeed when emerging
from bankruptcy? Whyte says there are several factors to look for:
Has the company secured adequate post-petition financing? Has it
treated its vendors and employees properly, so they are willing to
work with it to restructure the company and its debts? Often, these
will manifest themselves in the level of service the company is able to
provide while in bankruptcy.
“Most companies may have a small blip in service or the ability to
put product on shelves or to continue manufacturing lines at the exact
same levels,” Whyte says. “Assuming they have planned well and have
treated their vendors fairly — they may end up paying a price, but at
least they have been honest and open, and they are still willing to sell
to them, even on different terms — then typically there is not a great
deal of disruption in service and, in fact, there may not be any.”
And, ultimately, the level of service is what shapes the general public’s view of what bankruptcy’s impact is on that particular company.
“I think the public perception and stigma of bankruptcy doesn’t
exist like it did 10 years ago. So many companies have filed and have
come out successfully — maybe not to shareholders, but to the public — that I just don’t think they care as much,” Whyte concludes.
“The everyday consumer doesn’t care if the store down the street is
called Ames or Big Value or Joe Blow, as long as it is still there or it
provides access to a similar service.”
At the end of the day, this is the upside of bankruptcy. Without
bankruptcy laws, any time a company ran into financial difficulties, it
would be forced to sell itself off or simply close its doors. Instead,
such companies are given a reprieve, allowing them to continue to
serve their clients while developing a plan for profitability. After all,
in business, as in life, everyone deserves a second chance. ggu
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The

Great
Race

by Michael Morgenthal • Photos by Kent Taylor
A PARALYZING CAR ACCIDENT

20 YEARS AGO
Kenny was paralyzed some
Tom Kenny (MS 93) would
HAS NOT SLOWED DOWN
20 years ago in a car accident
have made a great US Army
TOM KENNY
while he was a student at the
ranger. You remember them, the
University of California, Santa
folks who do more before 8 am
GGU S ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR Barbara. But rather than sit back
than most people do all day? The
and wonder, “Why me?” he has
40-year-old Kenny, managing
director and co-head of global fixed income for Goldman Sachs continually triumphed in the face of adversity. For Kenny,
Asset Management in New York, personifies that slogan. His failure was not an option.
“I see a lot of people with a disability who do give up on
typical day starts around 4 am, when he wakes up in the Upper
East Side apartment he shares with his wife of two years, Susan life,” Kenny says. “When I see people who give up who have
McMillan-Kenny. By 5:15, he is downtown at Goldman’s all the tools in their kit to be successful, it frustrates me.
offices, working out in the corporate gym. At 6:30, he is in his People naturally give up when they shouldn’t. There is this
office on the 24th floor with sweeping views of New York huge fear that corporate America is not enabling for individuHarbor, settling in for what promises to be a 12- or 13-hour als with disabilities, and I think it is anything but that. I have
day that will end when he leaves to meet a client or colleague for been with two very good companies in my career, and both
dinner. Finally, around 10 pm — some 18 hours after first wak- could not have been more supportive in terms of giving me
ing up — he returns home, just in time to grab enough sleep to what I needed as a person with a disability.
refuel for the next day.
“I don’t know if role model is the right term, but certainly [I hope
And Kenny does all this every day in a wheelchair.
I am] an eye opener for people to realize that just because you have

,

’
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“WHEN

I SEE PEOPLE

WHO GIVE UP WHO HAVE
ALL THE TOOLS IN THEIR KIT
a disability doesn’t mean
you can’t be successful.
When you are down here
on Wall Street fighting
the crowds in a wheelchair, it can be a challenge, but no one says
you can’t do it.”
Kenny figures he was
lucky to be alive after
the car he was riding in
with three college buddies plunged some 200
feet off a cliff high in
the hills over Santa
Barbara. While the others walked away with
just superficial injuries,
Kenny was paralyzed
from the waist down.
“I’ll never forget
this: I wake up in the
hospital and see this
gorgeous nurse, the
most beautiful nurse. And she says, ‘How are you doing? You
were in a car accident and, by the way, you’re never going to walk
again,’” Kenny recalls. Before his doctors and parents came in to
see him, he pondered the future. “I didn’t know anyone in a
chair, so I had no idea what the obstacles would be going forward. I said, ‘You know you’re a fighter, you’ve always been competitive. You need to be strong for your family and friends, and
you don’t know what to expect, so give it your best shot.’ From
that point on, it was, ‘Let’s get it on, get back to school, let’s do
what we gotta do.’”
Kenny credits an incredibly tight network of family and
friends with his ability to get on with his life. It is one of the
reasons he has become active in two organizations — World
Team Sports and Shake-a-Leg — dedicated to helping disabled people cope and thrive with their injuries, often through
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sports. Kenny says
that no matter how
much effort he puts
into these pursuits,
the rewards he reaps
go far beyond.
“It is a great way to
meet people who are
inspiring to me —
world-class athletes
with disabilities,” he
says. “Whether skiing
or playing tennis or
biking or whatever it
might be, those are all
things I love to do and
at which I want to get
better. So if I can get
exposed to folks who
are world-class athletes
in those areas, that’s
great. If I can be of
help, whether financially or emotionally,
to folks who are going
through whatever stage of life they might be in, that is something I want to do.”
As chair of World Team Sports’ Project Committee, he was
heavily involved in the “Face of America” bicycle ride from
Ground Zero at the World Trade Center site in New York to the
Pentagon in Washington, DC, in September 2002. The ride
serves as both a living tribute to those who died in the Sept. 11
attacks and a fund-raiser for World Team Sports. Some 1,200
riders participated in the 270-mile, three-day ride, including
Kenny, who completed the journey as a hand-cyclist, and his
wife. The event, which was scheduled to be reprised in
September 2003, typifies the World Team Sports mission: to
link disabled people with able-bodied people in sports, educational outreach and other pursuits designed to help integrate
those with serious injuries back into mainstream society.
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TO BE SUCCESSFUL,

ting on mailing lists
“When you are hurt,
and staying in touch
it’s not like someone
IT FRUSTRATES ME
with some of the peolays out a road map for
EOPLE NATURALLY GIVE UP
ple on the board, to see
you in terms of what
if there is an opportuyou need to do to deal
WHEN THEY SHOULDN T
nity to get involved
with the change and be
more seriously.”
successful in transitionAnd that could include teaching, if the opportunity presents
ing into the real world and to be successful from a career
itself. He cites his wife as his inspiration in this regard — after
perspective,” he explains.
15 years in banking, McMillan-Kenny quit her job in 2002 and
Kenny’s own road map led him from UCSB to the enrolled at Columbia University’s Teachers College in New York.
management-training program at Franklin Templeton She is scheduled to graduate in December 2003, after which she
Investments in San Mateo, Calif. While deciding between an hopes to teach high-school calculus in the public schools.
offer from Franklin and another from a tax firm, he sought the
When asked if he misses his native California, Kenny has a
advice of a trusted professor.
Kenny remembers with a smile: “He said, ‘With accounting, one-word response: “Big,” adding that he and his wife will defyou rake dead leaves. With finance, you create.’ His advice initely return some day. Among the things that pull his heart
steered me toward forgetting accounting and moving into strings west are his family, his network, the quality of life, the
weather and the San Francisco Giants. The couple still mainfinance. I’m not a dead-leaves sort of guy.”
After about a year at Franklin, he enrolled at Golden Gate tains a home in Tahoe where they go several times a year —
University in 1988, studying to get his master’s degree in Kenny is an accomplished skier, tennis player, dancer and bike
finance. Because of his demanding work schedule, Kenny was rider — and still owns property in the North Bay.
Kenny says he and McMillan-Kenny were only supposed to
attracted by the flexibility of the GGU program, as well as the
be in New York for 18 months when he joined Goldman Sachs.
hands-on experience of the instructors.
“Working on the West Coast, working the markets, you are up He had risen through the ranks at Franklin’s municipal-bond
earlier than you are [in New York]. I was getting up at department, eventually becoming its director and executive vice
2:30 am, getting my workout in, getting to the desk at 5 am, president, where he was responsible for $50 billion in assets
working all day, leaving at 5 pm, getting to the city to get to night under management. Goldman hired him as head of its municischool,” Kenny says. “Generally, I took one class a semester. I was pal-bond portfolio-management team in 1999.
But about a year ago, Kenny was offered the chance to
doing a lot of traveling at the time, so it was challenging.
“From a peer-group perspective, it was a great opportunity head Goldman’s global cash and fixed-income portfolio team,
to sit with people from the tech world, finance world, account- a 100-person group with more than $200 billion under maning world, consulting world, the legal world, to give a broad and agement — a promotion and a challenge he could not pass
up, and one that will keep the couple in New York for up to
unique perspective to the experience.”
Kenny still corresponds with several classmates from GGU, the next 10 years.
“At 50, this body will probably say, ‘It’s almost 30 years of
some of whom he knew at Franklin, some of whom he met at
school. And he is excited about getting involved in alumni activities. working these kinds of hours, always running around,’ and I’ll
“At some point there is an appropriate time to get re-engaged, be ready for the second phase,” he predicts.
Perhaps that will even mean sleeping late. But don’t
where you can start to give something back to the school,” he
explains. “That’s where I am now — getting back in the fold, get- count on it. ggu
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hen you enter the offices of the San
Francisco chief of police, you’ll notice a
framed display that contains a photograph of
every former chief, from 1856 onward. If you
look more closely, you’ll see that all the faces in the photographs are
white, except two: Fred Lau, the first Asian-American chief of police,
and his recently appointed successor, Prentice Earl Sanders (BA 75,
MPA 77), the first African-American chief of police in 152 years of
San Francisco policing.
The fact that both men are on that wall has a lot to do with Earl
Sanders himself. He was a founding member and president of
Officers for Justice, a predominately black organization that filed a
discrimination suit against the San Francisco Police Department in
1973. They won, eventually opening up the previously closeted, rifewith-racism force not only to Asian- and African-Americans, but also
to women, gays and lesbians, people under 5'9", and those with
uncorrected vision of less than 20/30.
At first glimpse of Sanders — cutting a fine figure in official
chief-of-police regalia, right down to the gleaming, self-spit-shined
shoes — you know immediately he’s a man who gets things done. Not
far beneath his genial, grandfatherly, erudite manner lurks a bedrock
of authority and fierce will. As conversation begins, the hint of a
Southern drawl rounding off the corners of his words, it is clear how
he worked his way up from a poor Texas childhood to his position as
one of the most powerful men in San Francisco.

San Francisco Police
Chief Earl Sanders
builds on strong

Hailto the

foundations to make
his dreams come true

Chief
by Melissa Stein • Photos by Kent Taylor
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SANDERS WAS BORN IN NACOGDOCHES, TEXAS, IN 1937, AT THE TAIL
end of the Great Depression and on the brink of World War II. “I
learned to count as a little kid by counting Army vehicles passing
along in a convoy,” he recalls. “Some of
them had tanks, some just huge trucks
with soldiers on them. Sometimes I’d
count airplanes flying. I learned to count
in very high numbers.”
Sanders’ family — his mother, stepfather and half-brother — was poor. His
mother, who worked as a domestic and then as a cook in Houston’s
white Southern mansions, realized Texas was not a place in which her
sons would have access to the educational opportunities that were
considered the rights of white children. Although she wasn’t welleducated herself, her greatest priority was to ensure that her children
had a real chance in life, so she moved the family to Los Angeles.
Sanders’ mother passed away in 1953. “In the last conversation we
had, she made me promise I would finish school,” he says. From his
mother, he had learned that knowledge was powerful, “that if you
have to read something 1,000 times” to understand it, such perseverance would always be worthwhile.

Upon his mother’s death, the 15-year-old Sanders gathered all the
money he’d saved, packed what he could into one suitcase and hopped
a Greyhound bus to San Francisco. Leaving his stepfather and halfbrother behind, he stayed with a relative for a few months, then got
his own place. As he puts it, “Emancipated at 15!”
Sanders worked as a dishwasher and later at a soda fountain at
Walgreens. He researched San Francisco’s high schools and enrolled
himself in George Washington High School, signing all the official
papers his parents were supposed to sign.
“I had no parents, but I had pretty good handwriting and could
disguise it,” he says mischievously. Handed a forged sick note, a
shrewd teacher eventually put two and two together and confronted
him. “I had to confess,” he says. “I asked her, ‘Please don’t turn me in.
I’m doing fine in school.’ She said, ‘OK, from now on when you’re
sick, call me.’ So she became my surrogate mother. She told the football coach, too, so they became my surrogate parents.” Sanders graduated with a number of scholarships and enrolled in a pre-med track
at City College of San Francisco with the goal of becoming a dentist.
WHEN SANDERS ENTERED HIGH SCHOOL, THE MUCH-DEPLETED
159th infantry of the California National Guard had been seeking to
rebuild. “I was 16; I looked old enough; I had two legs, two arms, a
head, two eyes — sign him up!” he laughs. Serving throughout high
school and college, Sanders found the army fascinating: “I liked order.
I liked the way things were organized. ... The army built your confidence
to the point where you knew no one else could do what you do better
than you do it.” By the time he was 20, he was one of the youngest first
sergeants in the history of the California National Guard, running a
company of 20 men. He rose quickly through the ranks to captain.

“With this badge on my chest, I have more
power than the president, than any congressperson, than any Supreme Court justice.”
Though Sanders considered a career in the military, the racial hostility he faced while stationed at posts in the South and Southwest in
the late ’50s and early ’60s told him not to. “There was lots of
racism,” he says. “I couldn’t go out, I couldn’t buy a hamburger. I had
on the uniform of the United States Army and, in 1959, I saddled
up to go fight overseas and die for my country, and I couldn’t buy a
hamburger outside the fort.”
He eventually went on reserve status and went back to City
College, where he met his future wife of 43 years and the mother of
his two children, Espanola Wiley. He did a stint as a data processor
with the Social Security Administration and, when his half-brother,
[ ggu ]
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who had followed him to San Francisco, decided he wanted to become a
police officer, Sanders offered to help him and some friends with the qualifying exams. Sanders ended up taking the test himself, ranking third out
of approximately 800 people. He had no interest in the job —with the
civil-rights movement in full swing, the racial atmosphere was becoming more and more heated, exploding into hostility and violence —
“but my wife said, ‘Why don’t you try it?’ It was a $150 a month
raise, which was a great deal of money in 1964, so I said, ‘If I don’t
like it, I’ll go back [to data processing].’”
In his job interview, he was asked what he wanted to do in the
police department. Sanders replied: “Well, after my training, I’d
like to be a homicide detective. And after that I’d like to be chief
of police.” He got the job.
Thirty-eight years later, Sanders is chief of the SFPD. “I must
have liked it,” he chuckles. “I’d done some pretty exciting things in
my life, but this was incredible. Every day was different.” The energetic, determined Sanders quickly distinguished himself in the police
department; he was promoted in 1971 to the prestigious position of
homicide inspector. He held that title for some three decades, cracking
many of San Francisco’s most infamous murder cases.
“Catching crooks was easy,” he says with characteristic confidence. “They
weren’t real smart.” In his homicide career, the dogged persistence he learned
from his mother came in handy. Being a people person was a big help, as well:
“I like people. I’m able to gain the trust of people. Police work is driven by information. Where do you get information? From people ...
“We’re talking about murder? I’m not going to just jump over there and say,
‘Well, did you do the murder?’ I’m going to talk about what you like, where you
grew up, what sports are you involved in, and then we’ll get around to the murder. ‘Oh, by the way, Johnny’s dead, and, uh — did you do it?’ Shock. ‘Well, now
that you mention it, Mr. Sanders, yeah. But I didn’t do it by myself!’”
Sanders and his longtime partner, Napoleon Hendrix, built a reputation for
being the finest homicide inspectors in San Francisco history — and also the bestdressed. Of his dapper style, Sanders explains matter-of-factly: “You go to a homicide scene. You’re fully dressed — clean and pressed and everything, [even] cuff
links. That’s a sight game you play on the suspect: ‘Look at him at 3:30 in the
morning — well, gee whiz, he looks that good, this guy must know something.’”
Before San Francisco Mayor Willie Brown made fedora-wearing a San Francisco
trend, Sanders was sporting chapeaus of his own. “The old, old homicide detectives used to wear hats. But I actually started to wear them because, as I lost my
hair, my head would be cold,” he says very earnestly. “The other thing is that I’m
5'11", and I wanted to be over six feet. With the hat on, I’m over six feet.” Sanders’
employees can sometimes gauge his mood by the hat he wears: “I have my big
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3-inch brim. I wear that when I want to be
taller and bigger than everyone else. It says,
‘Don’t mess with me; I have a big hat today!’”
WHILE WORKING HIS WAY UP IN THE POLICE
department, Sanders never forgot the promise
to his mother: to graduate from college.
Having followed a pre-med track toward a
dental career that was clearly not to be,
Sanders had a lot of credits but no degree. It
was time to rectify that. Golden Gate
University was involved in a government program to provide educational grants to lawenforcement officers. Sanders earned his bachelor’s degree in criminal-justice administration
in 1975 and went on to earn a master’s in
public administration of justice in 1977, both
of which are proudly displayed in his office.
Used to juggling work and school from his
high-school days, Sanders found a way to
make time for his studies: “I could study while
I was on stakeout. Say I had some chapters to
read. I’m waiting for somebody to come out,
or waiting for a car to move, or someone to
come get in it. I would study in those times.”
Sanders found GGU challenging but also
“a lot of fun.” Police work helped in his
course work, and his course work helped him
on the job. While the only budget he’d ever
dealt with before was the family budget,
which he kept on a 3-by-5 card, Sanders got
valuable training in management at GGU.
“Most police departments are managed
by the seat of someone’s pants. But you’re
talking about a large organization. Our
police-department budget this year is
$300 million. That’s a lot of money. I want
to make sure my officers have a formal education to work in an organization that has
that kind of capital expenditures of tax
money — some of it my tax money.”
Taking courses in criminal justice and
public administration “helped me all the

time I was working. Most cases are lost by
errors of the law. As a matter of fact, right
now they want to add a civil-rights/civil-liberties refresher course at all levels of the
police department.” More and more, he says,
police jobs — especially those at the executive level — are requiring graduate-level
degrees. Sanders has always felt that police
work entailed “too much power and responsibility for just a blue-collar job.”
When he speaks about power and responsibility, Sanders’ easygoing demeanor changes
under the weight he assigns these issues.
“Nothing’s more important than doing the
police job correctly,” he says. “Because when
you look at it, with this badge on my chest, I
have more power than the president, than any
congressperson, than any Supreme Court justice — power that has to be delegated to you
to do your job. And what is that job? To interrupt the freedom of another American citizen.
“This is what I tell my officers — that
the public should be very, very jealous of the
power, and watch it very carefully. That’s a
tremendous power. And it should be very
well-policed, you might say, or it may start to
be abused. It’s actually the power of life and
death. No one else has that.”
When Chief Lau retired in July 2002,
Sanders, who had worked as his assistant
chief for more than six years and was planning to retire soon himself, was Mayor
Brown’s first choice to fill the position. When
he first heard he’d been named chief, Sanders
says: “I was elated, of course. I had always
worked for the job and thought about the
job and did a lot of work to prepare
myself, so if the door were ever
opened, then I could step right in. Very
seldom in life do you actually get a dream
to come true. As I tell my own children, if
you want a dream to come true, you have to
make a foundation for it to land on.” ggu
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GGU
Blue
There is an abundance of
Golden Gate grads in the top
ranks of this nation’s police
departments. Turns out GGU
produces all different kinds
of chief executives —
the following 13 alumni are
current chiefs of police:
Steven Belcher (MPA 79), Santa Cruz, Calif.
Brian Brady (BA 74), Novato, Calif.
Robert Dailey (MPA 78), Cloverdale, Calif.
Michael Devin (MPA 92), Walterboro, SC
John Gurney (BA 80, MPA 89), Sonoma, Calif.
Greg Janke (MPA 88), Belmont, Calif.
Joseph Kreins (BA 90), Sausalito, Calif.
Charles Lawson (MPA 79), Milpitas, Calif.
Robert McDonell (BA 80), Newport Beach, Calif.
Patrick J. Brennan (BA 93), Pacifica, Calif.
(he just took over for retiring Chief
Ted Merritt [BA 79, MPA 81])

Michael Meyers (MPA 83), Rialto, Calif.
Patrick A. Smith (MPA 80),
Beaumont, Calif.

Richard Word (MPA 01),
Oakland, Calif.
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